1 Introduction

Large scientific data sets, whether from simulations or measurements, are a core focus of visualization. However, their size and complexity make interactive visualization and analysis challenging. Fast rendering and query evaluation (or filtering) require efficient, scalable data structures and algorithms. In addition to large sizes due to a large number of data samples or grid cells, scientific data often comprise many scalar, vector, and tensor attributes per sample or cell. For example, scalars such as temperature, pressure, humidity, and salinity in large-scale climate or weather simulations, or porosity and permeability in subsurface simulations. Visual analysis requires the efficient filtering of data, often based on multivariate range queries, to locate and visualize all cells with a certain combination of attribute values. We refer to data with many attributes as multivariate data living in a high-dimensional attribute space.
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We say that this space comprises $D$ attribute dimensions, with our work targeting scalable visualization of data with large $D$, e.g., from $D = 6$ to $D = 20$ or more. While logical OR operations in range queries over multiple dimensions are simple because they are separable, i.e., each attribute can be queried independently, logical AND operations require checking all attributes whether they jointly fulfill the desired properties. This is an inherently $D$-dimensional problem: AND queries must be evaluated—at least conceptually—in a $D$-dimensional space. However, for large $D$, the curse of dimensionality [69] can quickly become a problem for query performance as well as for efficient storage.

For visualization purposes, the spatial position and corresponding visibility of cells, as well as their corresponding “locations” in attribute space are both crucial properties. We distinguish two major conceptual strategies for evaluating $D$-dimensional queries for visualization:

1. Evaluate queries in attribute space first: Determine a query result set, containing all cells for which the query evaluates to true. Only afterward determine the (potentially) visible subset of cells.
2. Evaluate queries in spatial domain first: Traverse data in a spatial data structure, such as an octree, often in visibility order. For each encountered cell (or node with many cells), evaluate the query.

For strategy #1, common solutions that scale well to large $D$ are, e.g., R-trees [22] or kd-trees [6]. For a data set consisting of $N$ cells, these can roughly be evaluated in $O(D \cdot \log N)$ and $O(D \cdot N^\alpha)$, where $\alpha = 1 - \frac{1}{2} [29]$. However, for large $D$, several scalability problems remain for interactive visualization.

Fig. 1. Probabilistic queries. For the meteorological data set shown on the left ($N > 1G$ cells), on the right we show three consecutive query results. (1) Without filtering the data; (2) Filtering for temperature in $[-24, -8]$ and relative humidity in $[15, 20]$; 1% false positives (shown in red). (3) A $d = 5$-dimensional query, in addition filtering height in $[0, 4000]$ and two vector field components. (Inset) We improve both the query performance and the false positive rate via a hierarchical early-out strategy using a novel concept of supercells.
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Fig. 1. Probabilistic queries. For the meteorological data set shown on the left ($N > 1G$ cells), on the right we show three consecutive query results. (1) Without filtering the data; (2) Filtering for temperature in $[-24, -8]$ and relative humidity in $[15, 20]$; 1% false positives (shown in red). (3) A $d = 5$-dimensional query, in addition filtering height in $[0, 4000]$ and two vector field components. (Inset) We improve both the query performance and the false positive rate via a hierarchical early-out strategy using a novel concept of supercells.
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1 We will refer to items to query mainly as cells, with $D$ attributes each. In addition to geometric grid cells, the same applies to voxels and point samples.
Fig. 2. **Overview.** Our approach consists of three main stages: (1) Given data with \( D \) attribute dimensions \( A_i \), a pre-processing stage computes \( D \) one-dimensional projections of the set of all cells into local filters. No \( D \)-dimensional data structure is used. Each local filter comprises multiple range bins, where each bin is implemented as a Bloom filter. (2) \( d \)-dimensional (\( d \leq D \)) query evaluation at run time aggregates range bins of \( d \) local filters into a single global filter implemented as a counting Bloom filter. (3) During rendering, octree node query the global filter in visibility order to obtain a binary occupancy set per node. We use a supercell ID per node to speed up this process, and all states are cached for progressive query updates.

- For large \( D \), trees in attribute space, such as R-trees, become very large, which often prevents storage in GPU memory, and each single tree traversal for query evaluation is hard to parallelize.
- Many queries only touch a subset \( d \leq D \) of all attributes. The entire \( D \)-dimensional tree must be in memory, and it is not feasible to load or stream a lower-dimensional subset of the tree. Query time is also similar or slower than querying all \( D \) dimensions [55].

Alternatives avoiding these drawbacks build on bitmap indices [57, 67]. However, these scale roughly with \( D \cdot N \) (or \( d \cdot N \)), which can become a major problem for large data due to linear scaling with the data size \( N \).

Strategy #2 above enables leveraging view-dependence to query attributes only for the potentially visible set (PVS) of cells inside the view frustum and not occluded, as determined by occlusion culling. We denote the number of cells in the PVS by \( \hat{N} \) (see Table 1). While this helps, since often \( N \leq \hat{N} \), scanning, i.e., checking all \( d \leq D \) attributes of each cell, scales with \( d \cdot \hat{N} \) (worst case still \( N = \hat{N} \)), accessing actual attribute data in memory.  

Using spatially aggregated attribute information, e.g., per octree cell, can help. However, for coarse approaches, such as a \((\min, \max)\) value pair per attribute, queries become very inaccurate for nodes with many cells. Aggregating more accurate information, such as a joint \( D \)-dimensional histogram per node, scales exponentially with \( D \) in memory and in query time. Potential solutions are exploiting histogram sparsity [36]; or using integral histograms [48], which improve query time, but use more memory and still scale exponentially.

Combining both strategies above is not straightforward. For example, storing an attribute space tree, such as an R-tree, in every node of a spatial hierarchy is not feasible. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for scalable multivariate query evaluation (Fig. 1) that achieves an efficient combination of both strategies. Our approach mainly scales with the expected output cardinality \( |Q| \), of any query \( Q \), and the visible output \( \text{PVS} \), instead of with the input size \( N \) or the dimensionality \( D \).

First, we use strategy #1: Evaluating a query \( Q \) starts in attribute space (Fig. 2, center), by using \( d \leq D \) pre-computed 1D projections\(^2\) (Fig. 2, left). The idea of projections is similar to bitmap indices [57, 67]. However, we achieve scalability independent of the input size \( N \), via fixed-size\(^3\) probabilistic hash tables (Bloom filters). To also incorporate strategy #2, during rendering a single hash table independent of both \( N \) and \( d \leq D \) is queried during PVS determination (see Fig. 2, right).\(^3\)

The major properties and contributions of our method are:

- Although we evaluate \( D \)-dimensional joint (logical AND) queries, we store and aggregate only \( D \) separate 1D projections. This also enables including or excluding any subset of \( d \) dimensions from a query, facilitating streaming and out-of-core approaches.
- We note the number of cells in the PVS by \( \hat{N} \) further: Ultimately, queries must refer to individual cells.
- There are \( D \) separate projections; each with a size independent of \( N \).
- The size is chosen for expected query cardinality \( |Q| \), not for input size \( N \).
- It is a single global hash table, irrespective of the dimensionality \( d \) or \( D \).
- Our method is output-sensitive with respect to both the cardinality of the query result as well as to the on-screen visibility (the PVS).
- We query full-resolution data, but introduce supercells for efficient early-out during spatial hierarchy traversal, significantly reducing both query time and the false positives of probabilistic hashing.

### Table 1. Terminology used in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>term</th>
<th>explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td># attribute dimensions ( A_i ) (e.g., temp., pressure, ...).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>dimensionality ( d \leq D ) of current query ( Q ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_i )</td>
<td>attribute dimension ( i ), with ( i \leq D ). One value per cell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cell</td>
<td>individual grid cell (regular grid: voxel), with cell ID.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local filter</td>
<td>one for each attribute ( A_i ); comprises several range bins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range bin</td>
<td>cells in subrange of specific ( A_i ); Bloom filter per bin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global filter</td>
<td>one counting Bloom filter for all ( d \leq D ) queried ( A_i ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td># cells in input data. Uniform 3D volume: ( N := M^3 ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{N} )</td>
<td># cells in view-dependent potentially visible set (PVS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q )</td>
<td>query / query result set (an arbitrary set of cell IDs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{min} )</td>
<td>attribute range ( [Q_{min}, Q_{max}] ) of query for attribute ( A_i ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td># bits/counts in a Bloom filter (size of bit/count vector).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td># hash functions for a Bloom filter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>node</td>
<td>node of spatial 3D subdivision (e.g., octree node).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supercell</td>
<td>all cells in a node are jointly assigned one supercell ID.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bitmap indices [14, 43, 54, 57, 66, 67] have been used widely for performing multivariate range queries. Given \( N \) data items with \( V \) possible values, a bitmap index will have one bitmap with \( N \) bits for each possible value \( v \). In each bitmap, the \( i \)-th bit is set if the \( i \)-th data item’s value is equal to that of the bitmap’s associated value \( v \). Range queries can be performed by applying a logical OR operation on the bitmaps of the values within the queried range. Multivariate data with \( D \) attributes require \( D \cdot V \) bitmaps, each of size \( N \). Range queries can be performed by applying a logical AND operation to the intermediate results of individual attribute range queries. To reduce storage cost of bitmap indices, several compression methods have been proposed such as Byte-aligned Bitmap Code [1,3] and Word-Aligned Hybrid [66], to name just a few. Stockinger et al. [58] used binning to reduce the size of the bitmap index when applied to attributes with high cardinality, e.g., floating point scientific data. Dextrous data explorer (DEX) [57] is an implementation of bitmap indexing specifically applied to query-driven visualization, e.g., for isosurface extraction and multi-attribute filtering.

Span space [34, 35] methods can be used to optimize isosurface extraction from scalar volumes, or to quickly search for cells that fall within a given min-max range. Near optimal isosurface extraction (NOISE) [35] uses kd-trees [6], and isosurfacing in span space with D. The R-tree, introduced by Guttman [22], is a hierarchy of nested D-dimensional minimum bounding regions. Range queries are performed via recursive traversal of the tree to find intersections with the bounding region of the query. Kratyki et al. [28], demonstrated the inefficiency of R-trees for narrow range queries, i.e., for small min-max differences, due to a high probability of false positive intersections. They further discuss how for such queries the R-tree efficiency decreases as the dimension of the indexed space increases. Representations based on R-trees often also suffer from the curse of dimensionality, with memory requirements and query times often becoming unfeasible with higher dimensions [55]. The BB-tree [56] is a main memory index structure for performing multi-dimensional range queries. It has been shown to be faster than R*-tree [4], kd-tree [6], PH-tree [70], and brute force scanning, for multivariate range queries up to a selectivity of 20%.

Range trees and similar data structures [7,38] also enable efficient multivariate range queries, although they can be prohibitive in terms of pre-processing and storage requirements [8]. Similarly, kd-trees [6] and quadtrees have been used for minimizing the search space of 2D range queries in spatial data [49]. Kd-trees have also been used to interactively query and explore time series [71], or 3D curve data sets [37].

Approximate techniques can greatly speed up range queries, often in the form of approximate nearest neighbor search [2,26] and selectivity estimation [45,47]. The former techniques often employ random projections [40,41] of data points to lower dimensions to address the curse of dimensionality. The latter selectivity estimation techniques [45,47] aim to estimate the cardinality or size of the results of a multivariate query to optimize query execution plans in databases. These methods often employ variants of multi-dimensional histograms [21, 42, 47], which can be encoded as multi-resolution wavelets [39].

Bloom filters are a compact, probabilistic data structure for testing the membership of an item in a set [10]. They can report false positive results, but no false negatives. Bloom filters are widely used for database indexing [11], but have also enabled efficient culling of segmented volume data [9]. There exist many variants, such as counting Bloom filters [46], spectral Bloom filters [16], and tree-structured Bloom filters [17,20]. Similar data structures with deletions [18] and data locality [5] have also been proposed. An example for performing range queries is the multi-dimensional segment Bloom filter (MDSBF) of Hua et al. [25]. Similar to bitmap indices [67], Bloom filters can also benefit from bit string compression, for example using roaring bitmaps [13,31,32]. In our work, we use a recent compression algorithm [30] leveraging modern SIMD processors for fast de/compression.

### 3 Algorithm

Our approach consists of the three main conceptual stages depicted in Fig. 2. The first stage is a pre-computation for the entire input data set. Only the subsequent two stages are executed at run time. The second stage is view-independent, and only needs to be executed whenever a new query is specified by the user. Only the third stage is executed during rendering, e.g., for each new camera transformation. However, even in the third stage all query computations are cached and do not need to be re-computed for any new view unless the query changes.

#### 3.1 overview and Processing Stages

The major goals, data structures, and algorithms of each stage of our approach are as follows. Details are described in subsequent sections.

**Pre-processing: Local filters.** For a given data set, we pre-compute a representation of the D-dimensional attribute space. However, instead of computing a D-dimensional data structure, we only compute D one-dimensional projections, one for each attribute \( A_1,\ldots,A_D \) (Fig. 2, left). We call the data structure for each attribute \( A_i \) a local filter, each of which spanning the range of the corresponding attribute \( A_i \), from the minimum value to the maximum value of \( A_i \). For each attribute \( A_i \), we adaptively subdivide its range into \( b_i \) range bins \( b_1^i,\ldots,b_{b_i}^i \). Each bin represents a set of cell IDs, whose attribute values map to the corresponding range. However, instead of storing an actual set or a bitmap for each bin, which would scale with the data set size \( N \), we hash cell IDs into a Bloom filter [10] for each bin. A Bloom filter is a hash table comprising a bit vector of \( m \) bits for probabilistic membership queries. In our approach, \( m \) is chosen according to the expected cardinality \( |Q| \) of queries \( Q \) instead of according to the input data set size \( N \).

**View-independent query evaluation: Global filter generation.** To evaluate a query \( Q \) for an attribute range \( [Q_{\text{min}},Q_{\text{max}}] \), in \( d \leq D \) dimensions, we first proceed as follows. For each attribute \( A_i \), we determine the range bins of the corresponding local filter overlapping the range \( [Q_{\text{min}},Q_{\text{max}}] \) (Fig. 2, center), and compute a bitwise OR of all \( m \) Bloom filter hash table bits. Then we sum the result over all attributes \( A_i \) into a single global filter for all attributes (Fig. 2, center). The global filter is also implemented as a probabilistic hash table. However, in contrast to the local filters, the global filter is a counting Bloom filter [19], with each count \( \leq d \) (Fig. 4). The crucial insight here is that the resulting counts allow determining the set of cell IDs that are in the \( d \)-dimensional intersection of all \( d \leq D \) query ranges, corresponding to a logical AND, although no \( d \)- or \( D \)-dimensional data structure or computation is used. Fig. 4 illustrates this approach.

**View-dependent query evaluation: Global filter querying.** The global filter computed in the previous stage is view-independent and contains all information about the query result irrespective of the spatial hierarchy used for rendering, such as an octree. Therefore, in the rendering stage we need to (selectively) query and propagate the information from the global filter into the spatial hierarchy. We do this...
The above two strategies are combined with standard view frustum and (multi-resolution) representation. Our approach targets full-resolution accuracy.

For a completely accurate occupancy state, we have one remaining problem: The implementation of the global filter, is a counting Bloom filter of size \( m \) \( (k = 2) \), in a view-dependent and progressive manner. (However, note that our local and global filters do not depend on any specifics of the spatial hierarchy or rendering.) In essence, every octree node needs to decide whether the current query \( Q \) evaluates to true for any cell located within the spatial extent of the node. We compute the occupancy state of octree nodes in two major ways (for interior nodes, the state accurately reflects entire subtrees; see also Algorithm 1):

1. First, we employ an early-out strategy during octree traversal, using the concept of supercell IDs (see below) that are queried against the global filter in the same way as individual cell IDs are. In many cases, this already determines an occupancy state of false for an entire subtree, without having to continue tree traversal.
2. Where early-out fails, ultimately an octree leaf node is reached. We then iterate over all cell IDs contained in the leaf node, and for each ID query the hash table comprising the global filter to obtain the occupancy state of the cell. This is an operation independent of \( D \), and solely depends on the number \( k \) of hash functions used by the Bloom filter (see below). The occupancy state of an octree leaf node is then the bitwise OR of the states of the individual cells. The occupancy states of interior octree nodes are then computed by propagating the state of the leaf nodes up the tree, again performing a bitwise OR operation in each step.

The above two strategies are combined with standard view frustum and occlusion culling: Only subtrees/nodes that are within the view frustum and are not culled according to occlusion culling are visited. In total, this amounts to a lazy evaluation strategy combining two output-sensitive aspects: Individual cells are only queried if they are (1) potentially visible, and (2) early-out (depending on the query output) has failed.

**Supercells.** The essential idea of supercells is that each corresponding supercell ID represents all full-resolution cells within the spatial extent of a given octree node, without corresponding to any multi-resolution down-sampling. Despite this, supercell IDs are inserted into the local filters in almost the same way that regular cell IDs are. Nevertheless, this simple addition of supercell IDs to the filter hash tables allows a very efficient, conservative early-out from octree traversal, skipping processing for whole subtrees of the spatial hierarchy, without any false negatives in the query evaluation. See Sec. 4.2 for the details.

**Eliminating false positives.** For a completely accurate occupancy state, we have one remaining problem: The implementation of the global filter as a Bloom filter can produce false positives (see Sec. 3.3). That is, the state of cells, and due to propagation also that of octree nodes, can be true although it should be false. Moreover, due to binning in each local filter, false positives also arise from cells that are in a range bin that overlaps the query range, but that are in fact outside the query range (Fig. 4). However, it also depends on the application whether this problem actually needs to be addressed explicitly:

- If our method is essentially used as a fast culling strategy, because cells are rendered via a transfer function that maps any cell outside the query range to full transparency, nothing needs to be done.
- In the case where the query must be completely accurate, e.g., because no transfer function is used, or it is only applied to some but not all attributes in a query, and therefore all cells in the query result might be rendered, false positives need to be eliminated.

**Query result.** The result of any query \( Q \) is a subset of cell IDs, of the total set of \( N \) possible cell IDs comprising the input data set. That is, \( N \) is the cardinality of the input, and we denote the cardinality of the subset comprising the query result by \( |Q| \leq N \). We target full-resolution query evaluation. That is, no down-sampled multi-resolution
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aggregation of “lower-resolution” cells is used for query evaluation or to increase performance at a loss of accuracy. (For rendering, any multi-resolution approach can be used at the same time, if desired.)

**AND queries.** A cell ID is in the query result (set) of an AND query, as given by the global filter, when the count values of the $k$ hash table entries (see below) corresponding to the cell ID all are equal to $d$, for a $d$-dimensional query in attribute space, with $d \leq D$. (See Algorithm 1.)

**OR queries.** A cell ID is in the query result (set) of an OR query, as given by the global filter, when the count values of the $k$ hash table entries (see below) corresponding to the cell ID all are non-zero.

**NOT queries** can be evaluated by inverting the desired range of a query, and building a composite query for the resulting attribute ranges.

**Query characteristics and scalability.** Although the query cardinality is only really limited by the data size, i.e., $|Q| \leq N$, most meaningful queries result in a much smaller $|Q| \ll N$. Moreover, $|Q|$ typically grows slower than $N$ with increasing data size. In particular, we especially target high-dimensional queries, and since logical AND operations correspond to set intersections, the higher the dimensionality $d$ of a query is, the smaller the cardinality $|Q|$ usually becomes.

In our method this is reflected by the use of Bloom filters. Their size is determined by a fixed length $m$, which we choose according to the expected query size $|Q|$. Our approach therefore scales with $|Q|$ instead of with $N$, essentially making it largely independent of the data size $N$.

### 3.3 Bloom Filters: Probabilistic Set Membership

A Bloom filter [10] is a probabilistic representation of a set of elements, with probabilistic membership queries. Set elements are hashed into a hash table bit vector of length $m$ bits.\(^8\) A Bloom filter requires the choice of $k$ hash functions, e.g., $k = 2$ or $k = 3$. Inserting an element into the filter is done by setting $k$ bits, determined by applying the $k$ hash functions to the element, to one. Set membership is queried by again hashing an element $k$ times, and checking whether all corresponding $k$ bits in the Bloom filter are set to one. Due to possible collisions, false positives can occur with a certain probability, depending on the choice of $m$ and $k$, as well as on the number of inserted elements $n$ (Eq. 2). A crucial property of Bloom filters in our context is that false negatives (an element is reported as not in the set, although it in fact is) are guaranteed not to occur. This makes Bloom filters very well suited for conservative culling: Skipping computation when set membership is guaranteed to be false, and at worst performing an unnecessary computation when set membership as given by the filter is true, although it in fact is false.

Bloom filters are very space efficient when the “universe” $U$ of all possible elements—in our case all $N$ possible cell IDs—is large, and the cardinality $|Q|$ of the set actually in the Bloom filter—in our case in particular the query result cardinality $|Q|$—is small. That is, when

$$n = |Q| \ll N = |U|. \tag{1}$$

The second case of importance in our context is the number of cell IDs in a given range bin of a local filter (see below). Probabilistically, the expected false positive rate of Bloom filters can be estimated by [11]

$$r_{\text{FP}} = \left(1 - e^{-kn/m}\right)^k. \tag{2}$$

\(^8\)For brevity, here we refer to a vector of $m$ bits. In the case of a counting Bloom filter, such as our global filter, the vector consists of $m$ integer counts.

Here, $m$ is the length of the hash table bit vector,\(^9\) $k$ is the number of hash functions, and $n$ is the number of inserted elements, e.g., $n = |Q|$.

It is crucial that Eq. 2 is completely independent of the universe size $|U|$, which gives our approach the desired property that it depends on and scales with the expected query cardinality $|Q|$, instead of data size $N$.

We note that the expected false positive rate for set intersections is higher when Bloom filters of individual sets are combined, as we also do, compared to a direct Bloom filter computation from the exact (but for us unknown) intersected set [11]. Thus, in our approach the probabilistic estimate for increasing $d$, and correspondingly decreasing $|Q|$, decreases less than given by Eq. 2 with $n = |Q|$. The false positive rate is bounded by the smallest set [11]. The worst case thus is $n = |Q|_i$, for the smallest query $|Q|_i$. However, in practice we observe significantly decreasing false positive rates when $d$ grows (see Table 3 and Fig. 12).

### 3.4 Local Filters: 1D Attribute Space Projections

Our approach employs 1D projections, where all $D$ attribute dimensions are treated separately and independently. For each attribute $A_i$, we build a local filter comprising multiple Bloom filters (Fig. 6, left). In the pre-processing stage, for each local filter we split the value range of each attribute $A_i$ into a number of range bins, covering the entire range from minimum to maximum value of $A_i$ occurring in the data set. The width of each range bin is adaptively chosen such that the resulting cardinality of cells with an attribute value $A_i$ within the bin’s range is roughly constant. We compute this in a hierarchical fashion, subdividing the query range at the median position approximated via cumulative histograms; then proceeding recursively for the subranges below and above the median, respectively. This approach seamlessly adapts to non-uniform cell attribute value distributions. In addition, we avoid exceeding a pre-scribed percentage of the total range for any bin.

After the bin boundaries have been chosen, one Bloom filter of size $m$ bits is constructed for each range bin. For each attribute $A_i$, all range bins together comprise the local filter of that attribute. In total, we pre-compute $D$ local filters, each comprising $b_i$ Bloom filters ($i \leq D$).

### 3.5 Global Filter: Set Intersection via Counting

Our global filter is a single counting Bloom filter. That is, the global filter comprises a single vector of $m$ integer counts, irrespective of the query or data attribute dimensionalities $d$ ($\leq D$) and $D$, respectively.

To compute the global filter for a given query $Q$, we sum the $d$ values of each of the $m$ local Bloom filter bits that result from the logical OR of all range bin bit vectors within the query range $Q_i$, for all $d$ attributes $A_i$ ($i \leq d$), see Fig. 6. That is, we compute the global filter as

$$\text{global}\_\text{filter}[j] = \sum_{i=1}^{d} \text{local}\_\text{filter}[j], \quad \text{for all } j \in [1, m], \tag{3}$$

where

$$\text{local}\_\text{filter}[j] = \text{OR}_{i=1}^{b_{\text{max}} \cdot \text{m}} \text{local}\_\text{filter}\_\text{range\_bin}_{i} \cdot \text{bit}[j]. \tag{4}$$

We note that the size $m$ is required to be the same for all our Bloom filters (global and local). The number of vector entries must match.

\(^9\)In our global filter, the vector comprises $m$ integer counts instead of bits. However, all other arguments, in particular the false positive rate, stay the same.
Membership query. The summation above results in set membership information from which both AND as well as OR query results can be obtained: (1) A cell is in the joint d-dimensional query result of an AND query, if its count in the global filter at all k corresponding hash positions is equal to the dimensionality d. Set intersection results from counting dimensionalities (Fig. 4). Counting also enables incremental filter updates (see below). (2) A cell ID is in the query result of an OR query, if its count in the global filter at all k corresponding hash positions is non-zero, i.e., when each count is at least one.

Scalability. Because the number of hash functions k is a small constant (we use k = 2 or k = 3), this method is faster than scanning over d actual attribute values. The number of accesses is restricted to the constant number k, instead of increasing with query dimensionality d ≤ D. For N cells in the PVS, only k · N instead of D · N checks are required. Thus, our scalability is independent of the dimensionality D. Moreover, checking d actual attributes requires accessing full attribute data in memory, whereas only querying the global filter repeatedly accesses the same hash table, which is beneficial for automatic memory cache utilization. All operations are also trivial to parallelize.

Query updates. Whenever the query is changed, the global filter is either computed from scratch or updated incrementally, by subtracting or adding the corresponding vector local\_filter[i] (Eq. 4) from the previous vector global\_filter[i] (Eq. 3), i.e., the previous vector of counts.

It is important to note that our usage of a counting Bloom filter results in the same major properties as those of a regular Bloom filter (in particular, the false positive rate in Eq. 2), except that m integer counts are allocated instead of m bits, in contrast to the standard usage of counting Bloom filters [46]. The major reason for this is that we increase or decrease counts by adding or subtracting an entire Bloom filter bit vector of some attribute A_i to or from the global filter. In contrast, a standard counting Bloom filter adds or subtracts individual elements. Our “element” to add or subtract is an entire bit vector.

Counting global filter vs. counting Bloom filter. Instead of a regular Bloom filter, as used in all local filter range bins, for the single global filter we essentially employ a counting Bloom filter [46], but in detail with a different usage and corresponding properties. Counting enables us to perform incremental query updates: Any attribute dimension A_i that has already been inserted into the global filter can also be subtracted out again, by simply subtracting the bit vector of an entire attribute A_i. This subtraction is not possible in a standard Bloom filter, but, unlike in our global filter, can also incur problems such as false negatives in standard counting Bloom filters, where individual elements are removed. Together with the trivial addition of attributes (by adding the bit vector of an entire A_i), this enables arbitrary incremental changes to an already computed global filter for faster interactive updates.

Overall, our global filter has four crucial differences to the standard usage and corresponding properties of counting Bloom filters:

- Counting is done such that each attribute A_i is treated together: Individual elements (or range bins) of one A_i cannot be removed from the global filter, but entire attributes can be removed exactly.
- Related to this fact, unlike standard counting Bloom filters, deletion of any attribute A_i cannot result in false negatives to occur.

Alternative non-counting global filter. If the capability for incremental global filter updates is not desired, each count could be substituted by a single bit, i.e., a regular Bloom filter could be used. In this case, the summation of local filter bits into counts becomes a simple bitwise AND. However, if this is done AND or OR queries cannot be fulfilled from the same global filter: Each such query requires a re-computation of the global filter. For these reasons, and because the storage corresponding to the count values of a single global filter is usually not a critical issue, we always employ a counting global filter.

Choice of Bloom filter size. We chose m (the number of counts in the global filter) according to the expected query cardinality [Q], but always choose a size such that m ≪ N. Table 3 illustrates the impact of different ratios between query size and Bloom filter size, in particular on the false positive rates. We note again that the same size m must also be used for all Bloom filters comprising the local filter range bins.

4 Spatial Hierarchy

Although the first two stages (Fig. 2, left and center) of our approach can be used without visualization, our design is very much targeted toward the characteristics and requirements of visualization. That is, in particular, the traversal of a hierarchical space subdivision such as an octree, and the integration and interaction with visibility determination via view frustum and (progressive) occlusion culling. The third stage of our method therefore comprises octree traversal strategies that interact efficiently with query evaluation (checking the global filter hash table), and performing conservative culling, i.e., not visiting octree nodes that are guaranteed to be empty, but maybe visiting some nodes that turn out to be empty after all. In particular, recursive octree traversal must compute and update octree node occupancy states. See Algorithm 1.

4.1 Attribute Co-Occurrence Granularity

A crucial issue of joint attribute queries is the spatial granularity at which the co-occurrence of 1 < d < D attribute values is determined. Exact co-occurrence would have to be determined for (infinitesimal) spatial points, as to some extent done by several methods, such as fiber surfaces [12]. If, however, we consider it to be sufficient for each attribute value (range) to appear anywhere within a spatial region of finite extent, then the accuracy of co-occurrence determination depends on the region size (Fig. 7). For example, two isosurfaces might come as close as the size of the region, but they might not actually intersect. We refer to this phenomenon as attribute co-occurrence granularity.10

A crucial fact to note is that, even with finite granularity, queries can be evaluated conservatively at any granularity: If there is no co-occurrence within the region at some granularity, it is guaranteed that...
4.2 Supercells

For conservative calling with reduced spatial granularity (Fig. 7), we introduce the concept of supercells to enable an efficient early-out strategy in the recursive computation of spatial occupancy state. See Figs. 8, 9, 11, and Algorithm 1. For a regular grid, we assign a supercell ID to spatial regions of $2^i n \times 2^i n \times 2^i n$ cells, where $i \geq 0$ determines the spatial granularity of the supercell. $I = 0$ refers to the finest granularity. In an octree, each supercell corresponds to one octree node. $I$ Thus, the number of supercells equals the number of octree nodes. It is crucial that, although each node is assigned only a single supercell ID, the supercell corresponds to all attribute values of the $2^3 n^3$ cells within the spatial extent of the node, where $l = 0$ for leaf nodes of size $n^3$.

**Projections supercell IDs into the local filters.** In the pre-processing stage, we insert all supercell IDs into all local filters as follows: Denoting the number of octree levels by $l$, each cell corresponds to additional $2^l$ supercell IDs. (These IDs are not exclusive: Many other cells share the same supercell IDs.) We now simply compute, for every cell out of $N$ cells, $l + 1$ IDs (one cell ID, plus $2^l$ supercell IDs), and insert all of these IDs into all local filters, according to the cell’s attribute values.

Different cells with the same supercell IDs will be inserted multiple times, but the bit vectors of the local Bloom filters will not have duplicates (there is no counting). In the worst case, a single supercell ID can end up in all bins of all local filters (but only once per bin at most). For real data, the “spread” of supercell IDs over attribute ranges will be much less. The supercell ID of the octree root node will end up in the largest number of bins of all supercells (typically in all bins). This approach essentially “links” the spatial domain and the attribute space.

**Overhead of supercells.** Any disadvantage of supercells during run time is negligible. For example, for a volume that is a cube of $N = M^3$ cells, with a power-of-two side length $M = 2^l$, $L \geq 0$, i.e., $M$ cells in each of the three spatial dimensions, and a leaf node size of $n^3$ cells ($n$ a power of two), for the total number of supercells we obtain the bound

$$\#\text{supercells} < \frac{8 M^3}{7 n^3} = \frac{8 N}{7 n^3} \tag{5}$$

Considering false positives in Bloom filters, the false positive rate (Eq. 2) corresponds to the number of inserted IDs, and therefore inserting additional IDs increases the false positive rate. However, the above formula shows that the number of supercell IDs that will be inserted in addition to the $N$ cell IDs is very low. For example, for octree leaf nodes with $n^3$ cells, for $n = 4$ the number of additional supercells that will be inserted is 1.79% $\cdot N$, for $n = 8$ it is 0.22% $\cdot N$, and for $n = 16$ it is 0.028% $\cdot N$.

4.3 Occupancy State Propagation

At run time, we can perform query evaluation and the corresponding determination of a binary occupancy state per node during recursive traversal of the spatial hierarchy (e.g., an octree). See Algorithm 1.

Every visited octree node first checks whether its occupancy state is already valid, i.e., whether it has been computed and cached before. If this is not the case, then we perform a conservative test for a guaranteed false occupancy state update using the node’s supercell ID. This is always correct: (1) Supercells cannot give false negatives (see above and Fig. 7). (2) The global filter also has guaranteed no false negatives. However, the test can be overly conservative due to supercell regions of $2^3 n^3$ cells. Despite this, accuracy naturally increases exponentially, as supercell granularity decreases during octree traversal ($l$ decreases).

**Early-out with supercell IDs.** Because there cannot be false negatives, for every node visited during octree traversal, before we visit

\[11\] We emphasize that this has nothing to do with multi-resolution rendering using octrees: For us, the octree just provides a hierarchical “spatial grouping.”
Fig. 10. Multi-dimensional intersections. With growing number of attribute dimensions in an AND query, fewer and fewer cells are selected, i.e., the query cardinality \(|Q|\) gets smaller. From left to right, \(d = 1, 2, 3\).

Propagation up the tree. If the conservative check using the supercell ID did not provide a guaranteed negative answer, we need to traverse further. If the node is not a leaf node, all child nodes need to be visited, and the occupancy state of the current node is the logical OR of the states of all child nodes. If the node is a leaf node, recursive traversal stops, and all cells within the spatial extent of the node are queried against the global filter. The occupancy state of the node is then the logical OR of all individual cell states. See Algorithm 1.

Asynchronous cell queries. The individual cell queries for leaf nodes can be scheduled to be computed asynchronously. Once the asynchronous computation of a leaf node finishes, the node’s occupancy state is known and cached. On the next octree traversal, the node’s occupancy state will then be propagated up the tree.

Eliminating false positives. If a completely accurate (i.e., guaranteed no false positives) result is required, we can eliminate false positives by visiting leaf nodes and for each of the contained cells evaluate the exact query using scanning, i.e., by checking all attributes individually. This operation can also be scheduled to be computed asynchronously, progressively updating the occupancy state of tree nodes to eliminate false positives. We note that cached occupancy states in the tree that were already set to valid need to be invalidated for the part of the tree above each leaf node that is being updated (and whose occupancy state in fact changed due to false positive elimination).

5 RESULTS AND EVALUATION

We evaluate our method using the data sets listed in Table 2, consisting of two real data sets from different scientific domains (meteorology and oceanography), which use physical attributes such as temperature, humidity, pressure; and a synthetic test data set based on Perlin Noise [44] with different frequencies and seed numbers per attribute. We also compare our results with other techniques for multivariate filtering.

5.1 Implementation

Our framework is implemented in C++ and OpenGL. All tests rely on our own implementations, using the C++ Standard Template Library, except for the R-tree, for which we used the fast template library by Guttmann et al. [23], and the compression of Bloom filter bit vectors, for which we used the libraries by Lemire et al.[30]. Our system supports data coming from different kinds of sources, and can be easily integrated into larger or more complex visualization systems.

All our results were measured on an Intel Xeon 6230R with 128 GB, and a NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU, running Windows 10. To facilitate fair comparisons, for all performance tests we used only a single CPU core and no GPU implementation, except for standard OpenGL rendering.

5.2 Evaluation

In Table 2, we compare our technique, both with the use of supercells (SC) and without (BF); only for comparison purposes, with other techniques for multivariate filtering in visualization: (1) Scanning; checks each cell and attribute individually (also determines ground truth); (2) MinMax octree; uses an octree with fixed-size leaf nodes of \(16^3\) cells, testing a \((\min, \max)\) value pair per attribute per node; and (3) an R-tree. We evaluate three data sets with three queries each, of dimensions \(d = 1\) (Q1), \(d = 2\) (Q2), and \(d = 3\) (Q3), respectively. The query cardinalities \(|Q|\) of each of these queries are given in Table 3.

Pre-processing. Table 2 reports the times for building each basic data structure. For our method, this is the creation of the local filters. This pre-processing is an offline process that is done just once. For our data sets, it takes from several minutes to one or two hours. In our approach, the total Storage Size of all local filters, as well as the Pre-Processing time, depend directly on the number of range bins computed. However, query evaluation only has to load or stream the small subset of bins within the actual query range under consideration.

Query performance (global filter construction). Create GF in Table 2 is the time to construct the global filter by summing all local filter range bins within the query ranges \(Q_i\), representing the query result set \(Q\) by the global filter. This is done only once for each new query, and takes from a few milliseconds for the Red Sea data set to a few seconds in the worst cases, which still facilitates user interaction.

Query performance (global filter querying). In Table 2, Query Time is the time for computing the occupancy state of all cells, which is the final query result. Query times include the time needed to eliminate false positives. (For comparison, SC times in parentheses are without false positive elimination.) In order to avoid confusing measurements for query evaluation with on-screen visibility, all reported numbers are for complete data set traversals without any PVS determination, i.e., for \(N = N\). We note, however, that this eliminates one clear advantage of all techniques.

Table 2. Method comparisons. We compare our method without (BF) and with supercells (SC), respectively, with (1) Scanning \(d\) attributes, (2) MinMax (octree with \(16^3\) leaves; test \(d\) out of \(D\) min-max per node, \(3\) \(D\)-dimensional R-tree. Our results (BF, SC) use \(m = 25\)% \(\times 2\). Our query times include false positive elimination (SC times in parentheses without). BF query times are for comparison only; no hierarchy is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Processing [min]</th>
<th>Storage Size [MB]</th>
<th>Global Filter [MB]</th>
<th>Q1 (d=1) Query Time [s]</th>
<th>FPR [%]</th>
<th>Q2 (d=2) Query Time [s]</th>
<th>FPR [%]</th>
<th>Q3 (d=3) Query Time [s]</th>
<th>FPR [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Filter [MB]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Red Sea. 500x500x50 (\(N = 12,500,000\), \(D = 6\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Processing [min]</th>
<th>Storage Size [MB]</th>
<th>Global Filter [MB]</th>
<th>Q1 (d=1) Query Time [s]</th>
<th>FPR [%]</th>
<th>Q2 (d=2) Query Time [s]</th>
<th>FPR [%]</th>
<th>Q3 (d=3) Query Time [s]</th>
<th>FPR [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Filter [MB]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.469</td>
<td>4.490</td>
<td>18.469</td>
<td>4.490</td>
<td>18.469</td>
<td>4.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinMax</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.469</td>
<td>4.490</td>
<td>18.469</td>
<td>4.490</td>
<td>18.469</td>
<td>4.490</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synthetic Perlin Noise. 512x512x512 (\(N = 134,217,728\), \(D = 15\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Processing [min]</th>
<th>Storage Size [MB]</th>
<th>Global Filter [MB]</th>
<th>Q1 (d=1) Query Time [s]</th>
<th>FPR [%]</th>
<th>Q2 (d=2) Query Time [s]</th>
<th>FPR [%]</th>
<th>Q3 (d=3) Query Time [s]</th>
<th>FPR [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Filter [MB]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of our method: The spatial hierarchy traversal for query evaluation can be the same as the one that is already used for rendering and visibility culling, efficiently skipping all subtreess outside the PVS completely.

Memory footprint. MinMax (with fixed-size blocks of 16^3 cells) stores only a small amount of data (2·D floats per block), whereas an R-tree needs much more space. In contrast, our probabilistic approach is more than three times smaller than the R-tree (in terms of pre-computed local filter storage), and it scales better with the number of attribute dimensions D. The memory overhead of supercell local filters is (compressed) local filter storage is around 10%. In Table 2, Global Filter is the (uncompressed) size of the global filter, which is independent of D and only depends on the chosen Bloom filter hash table size m. Since the global filter is quite small, it is not compressed and therefore has the same size whether or not supercells are used. Although we have not implemented it, the global filter could easily be stored in GPU memory.

False positive rate evaluation. For concrete results, here we report measured false positive rates (Table 3, Fig. 12) instead of probabilistic estimates (Eq. 2). The measured false positive rate is defined as

\[ FPR = \frac{FP}{FP + TN}. \]  

Table 3 reports how the Bloom filter size m influences the false positive rates for different queries, as well as how much the use of supercells decreases both the number of true negatives that are tested individually, as well as the false positive rate (see below). Fig. 12 visualizes these results. A more complete evaluation is provided in Table 6 and in Figs. 13, 14, and 15 in the supplementary appendices.

It is crucial to note that the use of our supercells with hierarchical traversal and early-out usually results in a significant decrease of the false positive rate. The reason for this is that in our early-out strategy a single supercell ID represents many cell IDs, incurring the false positive probability only once per supercell instead of once for each cell.

5.3 Discussion

Interaction use cases. In a typical user interaction scenario, only a small number of nodes will become visible whose occupancy state has not already been cached before. For this reason, while the timings given in Table 2 are given for whole data sets, our approach is usually fully interactive. The creation of a new global filter is not always interactive, but can be made much faster by incremental changes from a previous query. However, even a full update is still faster than previous work.

6 Conclusions

Our probabilistic data structure and output-sensitive query method have several important benefits regarding scalability with data size and, in particular, the number of attribute dimensions. The main target of our framework are logical AND queries in high-dimensional attribute spaces. The major idea of our query method is that query evaluation should be as output-sensitive as possible. Regarding the query evaluation by itself, we achieve this by targeting scalability with the cardinality \(|Q|\) of the query result set \(Q\), which is particularly useful for \(int\) queries of many attributes. Moreover, our approach is also output-sensitive regarding the visible part of the data set in the visualization, by integrating directly with standard octree traversal or other hierarchical space subdivisions. The use of our concept of supercells is particularly useful to speed up query time, both for view-independent queries—where the supercells allow for efficient early-out during hierarchical query evaluation—as well as during rendering, where standard view frustum and occlusion culling can integrate directly with supercell-based skipping of whole subtrees of the hierarchical space subdivision.
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